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Every week is a busy one at St Martin’s Garden Primary School,
whether we are in
school or learning from home. So we thought we’d take the opportunity to share our
learning with you.
Plum Class (Reception)
This week in phonics we have tried two new sounds (ur, ure) and a new tricky word (my). We continue to go over the tricky words daily and have begun trying to spot digraphs in words. In maths,
we have been working on making numbers 6, 7 and 8 and understanding that they can be made
in different ways, but that the total remains the same. In other learning, we have been finding out about
the Arctic and other cold climates. We read a story called ‘Little Bear’ by Hans De Beer where a polar
bear drifts from his home in the Artic and finds himself in unfamiliar territory. We read the story ‘Lost and
Found’ by Oliver Jeffers and made our very own penguin from the south pole. We have been enjoying
Pegs to Paper both at home and school and home learners have also been using their magnetic writing
boards.

This week in Lemon Tree we have been practicing
our ‘ue’ and ‘a-e’ sounds and recapping our tricky
words. In English, we introduced our new story
‘The Lonely Beast’ by Chris Judge. We have
created some story maps of The Beast’s journey;
we have improved our comprehension skills,
answering questions about the text; we have used
empathy and talked about character feelings and
we learnt about adjectives. In Maths, we have
focused on our number bonds and adding by
making 10. In PSHE we thought about our star
qualities and what makes us special. We
continued with animal grouping in
Science and read a story of The Great
Fire of London.

Oak Class (Year 2 & 3)
What a busy week Oak Class children have had!
We found out a little bit more about our new story, and
have tried writing diary entries using past tense words as
though we are one of the characters story. So far, we
have met Princesses, a King and a Polar Bear. We are
thinking about the words in story and choosing
wonderful ones we like to use in our writing.
In Maths we have been recognising, making and adding
groups of objects.
With Science we have carefully matched animals to the
habitats they live in.
During History, we have continued our research on the
River Nile in Egypt and why it was so important to the
Ancient Egyptians. Great to see Cleopatra Fact Files are
being completed too!
In DT we are designing a Shaduf and thinking about the
materials we could use to create it.

Bronze Class

Silver Class

Lemon Class (Year 1)

This week our African journey continues!
We have made our own patterned African
necklaces and have threaded coloured pasta to
make our own. We enjoyed reading Mama
Panya’s Pancakes by Rich and Mary Chamberlin.
We have watched djembe drumming online and
even had a go ourselves! The following day, we
made drums by investigating the best materials
to use. Bronze class have worked hard this
week on their own individual speech and
language targets. Children using PECs have
been learning to ask for a coloured object. In
maths, we have been finding longest and
shortest snakes and ordering them by size.

It has been another amazing week learning
more about London’s past. We sorted
wooden objects and learnt how old buildings were
made from wood. We created our own Tudor /old
building using black strips of paper. During attention
autism we found that wood can float and we made
our own little boats to float down the Thames! Yoga
and relaxation sessions have been introduced into
our daily schedule now which is helping to keep us
calm and help us focus better during learning times.
We are doing well in phonics, ‘ar’ has been our
diagraph sound this week. The Gingerbread man and
the Stinky Cheese man have also featured in our
writing sessions. During maths we have been using a
number-line to subtract numbers.

Gold Class
Gold class have had yet another fantastic week with many gems earnt for supporting others and keeping focused! We have been retelling our African tales as preparation for writing the story in our own words next week. We looked at the daily lives of ancient Egyptians and decided what job we would rather have and why. We have planned and
designed canopic jars ready to begin creating them with clay next week! In science we are
looking at the functions and features of flowers in plants and the ways they are pollinated.
Pine Class (Year 3 & 4)
Well done for another fantastic week of
learning Pine Class! In English this week,
we have been using prepositions and
expanded noun phrases to describe parts of
our story, Jemmy Button by Alix Barzelay
In Maths, we have been converting
measurements - well done those who
completed the practical problem solving
questions. In our Learning Enquiry, we
have been learning about the Rosetta Stone
and translating hieroglyphs. Following this
we conducted research on the pyramids. In
Science, we considered what different
animals eat. I was impressed by your
knowledge and research skills! Please
make sure you are practising Times
Table Rock Stars every day. We have
fallen behind the other classes in our
tournament!

Aspen Class (Year 4 & 5)
Another wonderful week of learning, well
done. Thank you for all your learning which
you continue to upload to class dojo.
We have continued with our this term’s text: ‘A Boy
and a Bear in a Boat’ by Dave Shelton.
I have been impressed by your descriptive sentences
and improving presentation.
This was our final week on time, it has been
wonderful seeing your understanding of this topic
improve. We have also been practising our
timestables.
During learning enquiry and art lessons this week, we
have focussed on understanding the processes
involved in mummification and on Friday some of us
mummified tomatoes! I can’t wait to see how they
look in a few weeks time.
In Science, we continued to investigate forces and
really enjoyed learning more about Sir Isaac Newton.
We are keeping healthy by being active daily.

Willow Class (Year 5 & 6) More great learning happened in Willow this week. In Maths,
we have explored decimals with rounding, adding and subtracting. Our Aladdin narrative
writing unit is coming to a close and some fantastic vocabulary is embedded in the action.
We are using another poem by the famous author Robert Louis Stevenson for reading
comprehension as well as the CGP booklets. This week’s Enquiry question about Ancient
Egypt is ‘What is mummification and why was it important? We compiled a
fact-file about this fascinating subject and tried our hand with a tomato! In
Science we are continuing to look at Forces. Drawing with Duncan Beedie has
produced a bear and PSHE is following ‘All around me’ thinking about the
different groups that contribute to our community. Joe Wicks is still keeping us fit!

Platinum Class Another busy week of learning in Platinum. In Maths we have been
looking at multiplication—a good moment to have a push on our times tables which will
help hugely. In English we have continued to enjoy delving into ‘Into the Forest’ by
Anthony Browne, making up and performing our own mini plays and writing them up as
play scripts. In Enquiry we have learnt more about the River Nile and how the crops were
irrigated with the help of shaduf, more about Ancient Egyptian royalty as well as working
on sarcophagus construction in DT. In our computing session we have continued to learn
how to write algorithms and even made one for an icosagon, a 20 sided polygon
that looks very much like a circle! We enjoyed the last of the snow—everyone is
keeping their fingers crossed for more!

A positive difference, everyday, everyone

